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Abstract—Accurate simulation of collective effects in electron beams is one of the most challenging and computationally intractable problems in accelerator physics. More recently, researchers have developed a GPU-accelerated, high-fidelity simulation of electron beam dynamics that models the collective effects much more accurately. The simulation, however, is heavily data-intensive and memory-bound. In particular, datadependent, irregular memory access patterns and control-flow in the collective effects computation phase of the simulation leads to a large number of non-coalesced memory accesses on the GPU. This significantly deteriorates the overall performance. Moreover, the parallel simulation exhibits poor data locality. This, together with non-coalesced memory accesses, leads to ineffective use of the memory hierarchy. We present a novel cache-aware algorithm that uses a locality heuristic to maximize data reuse by improving data locality. Additionally, the algorithm uses a control-flow heuristic to balance the workload among threads. The control-flow heuristic also minimizes threads divergence and enables reuse of partial results of previous iterations and thereby reducing the overall operation count. Experimental results on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU shows that our approach delivers up to 450 Gflops of double precision performance, which translates to a speedup of up to 16X compared with the current state-of-theart GPU implementation. Keywords-Parallel simulation, Electron beam dynamics, GPU computing, Locality and bandwidth optimization



I. I NTRODUCTION Numerical simulation of electron beam dynamics is essential for accurate and realistic study of all the relevant physics, including the dominant collective effects in: (i) high-energy synchrotron light sources — powerful tools for cutting-edge research in physics, biology, medicine and other fields, and (ii) electron-ion particle colliders. To this end, much effort has been devoted in the development of suitable algorithms that enable unprecedented fidelity and precision in the study of collective effects [1]. However, implementing algorithms with such high-accuracy and resolution have proven to be extremely challenging due to the data- and computeintensive nature of the underlying numerical methods [2]– [6]. Consequently, many of the existing algorithms employ a number of approximations and simplifications to reduce the computational load [5], [6]. This improves the performance while sacrificing the accuracy. More recently, researchers have demonstrated that such approximations can be relaxed, and a high-fidelity simulation that models the collective effects much more ac-



curately is feasible by leveraging the benefits of highperformance computing [7]. In particular, [7] presents a high-performance, high-fidelity simulation of electron beam dynamics that exploits the power of GPU architecture to resolve the computational challenges in modeling the collective effects. This parallel simulation achieves a performance gain of over 50X when compared with a sequential simulation. In spite of the computing power of the GPUs and a net gain in performance, the parallel simulation does not fully exploit the benefit of underlying GPU architecture. In particular, data-dependent, irregular memory access patterns and control-flow in the collective effects computation phase of the simulation leads to a large number of non-coalesced memory accesses on the GPU. This significantly deteriorates the overall performance. Additionally, the parallel simulation exhibits poor data locality. This, together with non-coalesced memory accesses, leads to ineffective use of the memory hierarchy. We present a novel cache-aware algorithm to address this memory inefficiencies in the parallel simulation of collective effects. The proposed algorithm uses heuristics to improve memory performance and to balance the workload among parallel threads. Our implementation of the proposed algorithm on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU leads to orders-ofmagnitude reduction in computation time, thereby making the previously inaccessible physics tractable. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the physical problem and the numerical simulation of electron beam dynamics. In section III, we present the current stateof-the-art numerical simulation of beam dynamics implemented using GPUs, and then provide a quantitative analysis of its performance on Tesla K40 GPU. The cache-aware algorithm and its implementation is described in section IV. Section V illustrates the performance results of the proposed algorithm on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU. Finally, in section VI we summarize our findings and conclude. II. E LECTRON B EAM DYNAMICS A. Physical Problem The dynamics of electron beams is captured by the Lorentz force [2]: d (γme v) = e (E + β × B) , dt
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Compute Retarded Potentials Evaluate retarded potentials on 𝑁𝑋 × 𝑁𝑌 spatial-grid



Repeated for 𝑁𝑡 simulation steps



Particle Deposition
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Compute Self-Forces Compute forces acting on each particle



Push Particles Advance particles by Δ𝑡 𝑡 = 𝑡 + Δ𝑡



Figure 1: Outline of electron beam dynamics simulation.



with the relativistic β and γ, velocity v, electric field E and magnetic field B specified as, respectively, β ≡ v/c, γ = p



p/me 1 , v(p) = p , (2a) 1 + p · p/(me c)2 1 + β2



E = −∇φ −
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B = ∇ × A.
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φ and A the retarded scalar and vector potentials, respectively. They are obtained by integrating the charge distribution ρ and the charge current density J over the retarded time t0 = t − |r − r 0 |/c: #  Z ∞" 0 d2 r 0 ρ(r 0 , t − r−r ) φ(r, t) c = , r−r 0 0 A(r, t) J (r , t − c ) |r − r 0 | 0
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Compute retarded potentials: Consider a point p = (x, y, tk ), where (x, y) denotes a grid-point on the spatialgrid at time step tk = k∆t for some integer k in the range 0 < k < Nt . Retarded potentials at p is computed using the quadrature in Equation 3a, which, after a variable transformation to avoid singularity, yields
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2) Compute Retarded Potentials - The retarded potentials which induce the collective effects in particle distribution are computed on NX NY grid-points of the spatial-grid using the quadratures defined in Equation 3a. 3) Compute Self-Forces - The self-forces acting on each particle is computed by linear interpolation from the spatial-grid. 4) Push Particles - Advance particles by a small time increment ∆t in time by solving the Lorentz equation in Equation 1, using leap-frog scheme [2]. The steps 1-4 are repeated for Nt steps, where Nt is usually in the order of few hundreds to thousands. The heart of beam dynamics simulation is the stage at which the retarded potentials are computed, which, as illustrated in [7], is the crucial and by far the most computationally-intensive step of the simulation. In the next paragraph, we briefly examine the quadrature required to compute the retarded potentials at each grid-point.
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r and p are particle coordinates and momentum, respectively, f (r, p, t) is the particle distribution function (DF) of the beam in phase space, me electron mass, c the speed of light. Both electric and magnetic fields are composed of two components, one due to external fields and the other due to self-fields: E = E ext + E self , B = B ext + B self . E ext and B ext are external electromagnetic (EM) fields fixed by the accelerator lattice, and E self and B self are the EM fields from the beam self-interaction. The beam self-interaction depends on the history of the beam charge distribution ρ and current density J via the retarded potentials φ and A. B. Numerical Simulation Numerical simulation of electron-beam dynamics consist of four consecutive steps that are computed at each time step (see Figure 1): 1) Particle Deposition - Deposit the DF sampled by N particles onto the spatial-grid of NX × NY resolution using the PIC approach [8]–[10], thereby yielding 2D grid of moments, one for each grid-point. The moments here denote a triplet hρ, JX , JY i, where ρ is the deposited charge, JX and JY are the current densities in X− and Y − directions, respectively.
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where t0 = tk − rc , i∆t ≤ t0 ≤ (i + 1)∆t for some integer i in the range 0 < i < k, and the computation of integral limits are identical to that in [7]. The integral estimate Ip is a triplet hφ, AX , AY i, where φ is the scalar potential, AX and AY are the vector potentials in X− and Y − directions, respectively. The function fp (r0 , θ0 , t0 ) denote the moments, hρ, JX , JY i, deposited on the polar coordinate (r0 , θ0 ) (with center at (x, y)) by the particle distribution at time t0 . However, fp does not have an analytic form, and as a result, fp (r0 , θ0 , t0 ) is numerically approximated using the 2D grid of moments deposited on the spatial-grid at time t0 . When t0 = i∆t, the moments on the spatial-grid at t0 is given by the 2D grid of moments computed during the particle deposition stage at time step i∆t. On the other hand, when i∆t < t0 < (i + 1)∆t, the moments at t0 is approximated using 3D interpolation from the spatial-grid moments computed during the particle deposition stage at time steps (i−1)∆t, i∆t, and (i+1)∆t. For convenience, we will refer to the integral in Equation 4 as Retarded Potential integral or RP-integral. Equation 4 is evaluated as repeated one-dimensional integrals [11], where the outer integral is computed using adaptive quadratures and the inner integral using NewtonCotes formulae. Adaptive quadrature on outer integral results



in a partition P = hr0 , r1 , r2 , . . . , r|P | i, where r0 = 0 < r1 < r2 < · · · < r|P | = Rp , such that the partition has fine spacing where the integrand is varying rapidly and coarse spacing where the integrand is varying slowly. The RP-integral estimate using the partition is given by, |P |−1
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Q(ri , ri+1 )



and S ECOND P HASE illustrates the two-phases of the algorithm for computing RP-integral to a error tolerance of τ at all grid-points p ∈ V , where p is a grid-point on the spatial-grid at time step t. Observation-point p is a 5-tuple Algorithm 2 S ECOND P HASE(t, V, L, τ, M )
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where Q(ri , ri+1 ) is the RP-integral estimate calculated using Simpson’s quadrature rule along the subregion [ri , ri+1 ], for all integer i in the range 0 < i < |P |. The inner integral is approximated as weighted sum of integrand values at equally spaced points within the domain of integration, where the weights are given by Newton-Cotes rules [11, p. 613]. III. PARALLEL S IMULATION : P REVIOUS R ESEARCH In this section, we first present a brief overview of the current state-of-the-art numerical simulation of electron beam dynamics that describe the optimization of the stage at which the retarded potentials are computed using GPUs [7]. Next, we provide a quantitative analysis of its performance on NVIDIA Tesla K40 and show that the primary limiting factor is memory bandwidth. We further analyze the root cause behind this limitation and make a case for memory optimization to improve the overall application performance.
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Listing 1: Procedures in F IRST P HASE and S ECOND P HASE 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12:



A. Algorithm The parallel simulation algorithm proposed in [7] is a globally adaptive two-phase approach that approximates the RP-integral estimates at NX NY grid-points at each time step by adaptively locating the subregions in parallel where the error estimate is greater than some user-specified error tolerance. It then calculates the RP-integral estimates on these subregions in parallel. The procedures F IRST P HASE



13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20:



Algorithm 1 F IRST P HASE(t, V, τ, M ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14:



L←∅ for each observation-point p ∈ V parallel do compute outer integral limit [0, R] L IST-I NSERT(L, ([0, R], p)) end for while (|L| < Lmax ) and (|L| = 6 0) do for each tuple ([a, b], p) ∈ L parallel do (I, ε) ← RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE(p, [a, b], τ , M) L IST-I NSERT(S, (p, [a, b], I, ε)) end for L ← PARTITION(S, Lmax , τ ) U PDATE(S, V, τ ) end while return L



for each ([a, b], p) ∈ L parallel do (I, ε) ← RP-A DAPTIVE Q UADRATURE(p, [a, b], τ, M ) p.I ← p.I + I p.ε ← p.ε + ε end for



21: 22: 23: 24: 25: 26: 27: 28: 29: 30: 31: 32: 33: 34: 35:



function PARTITION(S, Lmax , τ ) for each tuple (p, [a, b], I, ε) ∈ S do if ε ≥ τ then L IST-I NSERT(L1 , ([a, b], p)) end if end for d ← S PLIT-FACTOR(Lmax , |L1 |) for each tuple ([a, b], p) ∈ L1 do split [a, b] into d equal parts and insert all these subregions into L2 end for return L2 end function function U PDATE(S, V, τ ) for each tuple (p, [a, b], I, ε) ∈ S do if ε < τ then p.I ← p.I + I end if end for end function function RP-A DAPTIVE Q UADRATURE(p, [a, b], τ, M ) (I 0 , ε0 ) ← RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE(p, [a, b], τ, M ) H←∅ P USH(H, (p, [a, b], I 0 , ε0 )) while ε0 > τ do (p, [a, b], I, ε) ← P OP(H) m ← a+b 2 (Il , εl ) ← RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE(p, [a, m], τ, M) (Ir , εr ) ← RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE(p, [m, b], τ, M) I 0 ← I 0 − I + Il + Ir ε0 ← ε0 − ε + εl + εr P USH(H, (p, [a, m], Il , εl )) P USH(H, (p, [m, b], Ir , εr )) end while return (I 0 , ε0 ) end function



Number of particles (N ) Grid Resolution (NX × NY ) Gflops/sec Effective Bandwidth (GB/sec) Exp. Arithmetic Intensity (Flops/byte) Warp Execution Efficiency Global Load Efficiency Global Load Transactions per Request L2-cache hit L1-cache hit



N ON -C ACHING M ODE 100000 1000000 64 × 64 128 × 128 64 × 64 128 × 128 51 53 50 54 61 68 70 79 0.25 0.26 0.25 0.26 60% 75% 65% 75% 60% 66% 63% 67% 7.8 8.1 8.1 7.9 99.2% 98.7% 99.7% 98.5 -



C ACHING M ODE 100000 1000000 64 × 64 128 × 128 64 × 64 128 × 128 60 61 56 60 73 75 80 82 0.30 0.31 0.28 0.3 60% 75% 65% 75% 29% 30% 30% 30% 7.8 8.0 8.1 7.9 99.6% 97.3% 99.5% 98.7% 46% 40% 45% 48%



Table I: Performance of Two-Phase-RP kernel on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.



B. Performance Analysis and Limitations Table I illustrates the performance of Two-Phase-RP kernel on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU for different simulation configurations. Initial distribution for all the simulations are generated by Monte Carlo sampling of N particles with a total charge of beam bunch Q = 1nC, and the RP-integral at all grid-points are approximated to a error tolerance of τ = 10−6 . The performance metrics illustrated in Table I are measured using NVIDIA profiler, and for each simulation,
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(x, y, t, I, ε) element, where (p.x, p.y) denotes the Cartesian coordinate of a point on the spatial-grid at time step p.t, p.I is the integral estimate for the RP-integral at p and p.ε is the error estimate. The integral estimate p.I is a 3-tuple (φ, AX , AY ) element which represents the scalar and vector potentials on p. The moments computed from all time steps are stored linearly on the device memory as a 2D array M [1..Nt , 1..NX NY ] in row major order such that moments deposited on a grid-point located in ith row and j th column of the spatial-grid during the particle deposition stage at tk = k∆t is stored in M [k, (i · NX + j)], for all integers i, j and k in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ NX , 0 ≤ j ≤ NY , and 0 ≤ k < Nt , respectively. Experimental results presented in [7] show that the two-phase algorithm for computing retarded potentials outperforms the sequential implementation and achieves a performance gain of over 50X on NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU. In this study, the GPU kernel that implements the twophase algorithm for computing retarded potentials is referred to as Two-Phase-RP kernel, and it implements a 27-point interpolating function to approximate the integrand at all sampled integration points. This interpolating function has a theoretical arithmetic intensity of 0.5 Flops/Byte when the interpolation data is accessed directly from the global memory. Such low value of arithmetic intensity indicates that the integrand evaluation is most likely bandwidthbound where the attainable maximum Gflops/sec is solely determined by the available memory bandwidth. In the next subsection we analyze the performance of Two-Phase-RP kernel on K40 GPU and show that it is memory-bound.
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Figure 2: Roofline model analysis for Two-Phase-RP kernel on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.



the metrics are reported under two different scenarios: (i) when global memory access is cached in L2-cache and not in L1 (referred to as Non-caching mode), and (ii) when global memory access is cached in both L1- and L2-cache (referred to as Caching mode). 1) Analysis Using the Roofline Model: Figure 2 shows the Roofline model for K40 GPU. The graph is on a loglog scale. The y-axis is attainable double-precision floatingpoint performance in units of Gflops/sec, and the x-axis is arithmetic intensity, varying from 0.125 Flops/DRAM byte-accessed to 32 Flops/DRAM byte-accessed. The system being modeled has a peak double precision floating-point performance of 1.4 Tflops/sec and peak memory bandwidth of BWTheoretical-Peak = 288 GB/sec from hardware specifications. The black solid line plot in Figure 2 indicates the bandwidth ceiling for BWTheoretical-Peak . However, the peak memory bandwidth is often unachievable in practice. So, in order to analyze the performance more accurately, we measure the experimental memory bandwidth using the benchmarks from NVIDIA’s official SDK [12]. Experimental memory bandwidth for K40 is calculated to



be BWExperimental-Peak = 200 GB/sec, and its bandwidth ceiling in roofline model is shown using the blue solid line plot. The black vertical line indicates the theoretical arithmetic intensity of RP-integral evaluation using 27-point interpolation function where the data is accessed directly from global memory without going through the cache. Typically, in GPUs, global memory request from a kernel is routed through one or more data caches (e.g., reads are cached in L1 and L2 or in L2 only). In such a case, caches filter the number of accesses that go to memory, which results in an increase in arithmetic intensity for that particular kernel. More formally, the impact of cache hierarchy on arithmetic intensity is analyzed by calculating the effective bandwidth, given by BWEffective = (RB + WB )/(t ∗ 109 )



(6)



where BWEffective is the effective bandwidth in units of GB/sec, RB is the number of bytes read per kernel, WB is the number of bytes written per kernel, and t is the elapsed time given in seconds. Larger values of BWEffective ( e.g., greater than the theoretical bandwidth) indicates the effectiveness of caches in filtering the number of accesses that go to memory. This often results in an increase in arithmetic intensity. Table I illustrates the achieved arithmetic intensity and effective bandwidth of Two-Phase-RP kernel measured for different inputs. Notice that, on average, the experimental arithmetic intensity in non-caching and caching mode is 0.25 Flops/Byte and 0.3 Flops/Byte, respectively and the effective bandwidth is 70 GB/sec and 80 GB/sec, respectively. In Figure 2, red vertical line indicates the experimental arithmetic intensity and the red X marks performance achieved for that particular mode of Two-Phase-RP kernel. It is clear from Figure 2 that due to low arithmetic intensity, the attainable maximum Flops/sec for the kernel is only determined by the memory bandwidth. In other words, the Two-Phase-RP kernel generally performs poorly because it does not make good use of the available bandwidth, which, due to low arithmetic intensity of implementation, is the main bottleneck. In the next subsection we analyze the root cause for such low effective bandwidth and poor memory performance. 2) Kernel’s Memory Performance: The following key observations about Two-Phase-RP kernel’s memory performance are inferred from Table I: 1) Global load efficiency is far less than 100% which indicates scattered and non-coalesced memory access, and such accesses waste off-chip bandwidth by overfetching unnecessary data. Typically, caching in L2 only (non-caching mode) is enabled to reduce such over-fetch. However, in case of Two-Phase-RP kernel, we notice that both caching and non-caching mode has poor global load efficiency indicating high bandwidth waste.



2) Global memory requests from Two-Phase-RP kernel almost always hits in L2-cache which is evident by near 100% L2-cache hit rate. This indicates that (i) kernel exhibits high data locality and/or (ii) the problem fits entirely in L2-cache. Even though nearly 100% of the memory request is serviced from L2cache, which in practice has a bandwidth much greater than BWTheoretical-Peak , the achieved or effective bandwidth is still far less than BWTheoretical-Peak . 3) The ideal number of global memory load transactions per request is 2.0 for 8-byte words, which is a result of perfect coalescing with 128 bytes cache line. However, in Two-Phase-RP kernel, global load transactions per request is approximately 4X times greater than the ideal value; in other words, the global load transaction is replayed 8 times for each global memory load. This shows that substantial number of memory request from the kernel are non-coalesced that results in transaction replays. It is clear from the above observations that Two-PhaseRP kernel performs poorly because of irregular, and noncoalesced global memory accesses, which, together with low arithmetic intensity of the kernel, is the main performance bottleneck. Moreover, poor data locality and massively multithreaded nature of the kernel with little cache capacity per thread results in high L1-cache miss rates. Such behavior significantly over-fetches off-chip data for the application, wasting memory bandwidth, and on-chip storage. It is, therefore, clear that optimizing the global memory access and improving the effective bandwidth is most important for the best performance of the beam dynamics simulation on GPUs. On the other hand, this also suggests that other optimization methods such as improving the floating point performance through the optimization of the arithmetic instructions or hiding the latency of global memory access through maximizing the multiprocessor occupancy are not effective. IV. M EMORY E FFICIENT PARALLEL A LGORITHM In this section, we present the cache-aware and memoryoptimized algorithm that use heuristics to improve data locality and to tackle cache unfriendly computations in the numerical simulation of collective effects. Locality and memory optimization are crucial for effective utilization of the bandwidth and subsequent improvement in the application performance, especially when the application is dataintensive and memory-bound. Consequently, in the proposed algorithm, we aim to effectively utilize the bandwidth at different levels of the memory hierarchy by coalescing the memory accesses, and maximize the data reuse (i.e. increase the probability of a data block to be reused more extensively before the block is replaced) by improving data locality. Furthermore, we propose techniques to effectively balance the workload among threads, minimize their divergence,



and reduce the overall floating point operations required to compute the retarded potentials when compared to prior implementations. The procedure C OMPUTE P OTENTIAL (see Algorithm 3) implements compute retarded potential stage of the simulation that approximates RP-integral to a error tolerance of τ at all points p ∈ V , where p is a grid-point on the spatialgrid at time step t and |V | = NX NY . Observation-point p is a 5-tuple (x, y, t, I, ε) element, where (p.x, p.y) denotes the Cartesian coordinate of a point on the spatial-grid at time step p.t, p.I is the integral estimate for the RP-integral at p and p.ε is the error estimate. The integral estimate p.I is a 3-tuple (φ, Ax , Ay ) element which represents the scalar and vector potentials on p. The moments computed from all time steps are stored linearly on the device memory as a 2D array M [1..Nt , 1..NX NY ] in row major order such that moments deposited on a grid-point located in ith row and j th column of the spatial-grid during the particle deposition stage at tk = k∆t is stored in M [k, (i · NX + j)], for all integers i, j and k in the range 0 ≤ i ≤ NX , 0 ≤ j ≤ NY , and 0 ≤ k < Nt , respectively. In Algorithm 3, lines 1-3 initialize the estimates p.I and p.ε to 0 for all points p ∈ V . Next, RP-C LASSIFIER



Algorithm 3 C OMPUTE P OTENTIAL(k, t, V, τ, M ) 1: 2: 3: 4: 5: 6: 7: 8: 9: 10: 11: 12: 13: 14: 15: 16: 17: 18: 19: 20: 21: 22: 23: 24: 25:



for each observation-point p ∈ V do p.I ← 0, p.ε ← 0 end for C ← RP-C LASSIFIER(V, k) . implements k-means clustering for each class C 0 ∈ C parallel do P ← RP-I NTEGRAL PARTITION(C 0 , t, M ) for each observation-point p ∈ C 0 parallel do for i = 0 to P.length − 1 do a ← P [i], b ← P [i + 1] (I, ε) ←RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE(p, [a, b], τ, M) if ε < τ then p.I ← p.I + I p.ε ← p.ε + ε else L IST-I NSERT(L, ([a, b], p)) end if end for end for end for for each ([a, b], p) ∈ L parallel do (I, ε) ← RP-A DAPTIVE Q UADRATURE(p, [a, b], τ, M ) p.I ← p.I + I p.ε ← p.ε + ε end for return V



procedure at line-4 partitions the set of observation points into a small number of clusters based on the data locality properties of the corresponding RP-integrals, using standard clustering techniques like k-means. More formally, given a set of observation points V and an integer k > 0, RP-C LASSIFIER partitions the |V | observations points into k(≤ |V |) classes, C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck }, such that the sum of distance functions of each point in the cluster to its center is minimum, k X X arg min d(p, µi ) (7) C



i=1 p∈Ci



where µi is the center of cluster Ci , and the distance function d(p, µi ) is the measure of similarity between the observation-point p ∈ Ci and its cluster center µi for all integer i in range 0 < i ≤ k. A value of zero to the distance function implies strong similarity, and the similarity decreases with the increase in distance value. In RP-C LASSIFIER, two points u and v (u, v ∈ V , u 6= v) are considered to have strong similarity when the RP-integral evaluations at u and v exhibit high data locality against one another, in such a case, d(u, v) ≈ 0. One of the simplest measure of data locality is the number of overlapping memory locations required to evaluate RP-integral at u and v. Consequently, the distance function d(u, v) can be expressed as the inverse of data locality i.e. inverse of the number of overlapping memory locations required to evaluate RPintegral at u and v. The main motivations behind such locality based classification is that when a set of RP-integrals that exhibit high data locality between each other are mapped to parallel CUDA threads with one-to-one correspondence, they exhibit strong inter-thread locality. Such data locality among the threads can be exploited by grouping them into one or more thread blocks, where the memory performance is improved due to the benefit from data locality by using L1-cache or shared-memory. In addition, these thread blocks when scheduled on a single core or simultaneously on different cores can also benefit from locality using shared L2-cache. However, accurate prediction of data locality without actually evaluating the integral is non-trivial and computationally challenging due to the data-dependent, irregular, and statically unpredictable (i.e. unknown until run time) memory accesses patterns of RP-integral evaluations at different observation points. As a result, we propose a heuristic to approximate d(u, v), referred to as locality heuristic. The key observation behind locality heuristic is that while computing RP-integral on grid points, there is a significant reuse of data for two nearby grid points. The reuse of data for two grid points is inversely proportional to the distance between the two grid points. More formally, Locality heuristic: Given two points u and v, where u, v ∈ V and u 6= v, the data locality or the number of



overlapping memory access between RP-integral evaluation at u and v is inversely proportional to the Euclidean distance between them. We performed empirical analysis using sequential beam dynamics simulation for different input configurations to validate the above assumed heuristics, and all our experiments confirm the locality heuristic. Consequently, in RPC LASSIFIER, Euclidean distance is used as the distance function to measure the data locality between two points. (Note that other distance metrics such as L1-distance will do fine also.) Next, for each class C 0 ∈ C, we require to calculate the RP-integral estimate at all observation points p ∈ C 0 . Typically, numerical approximation of RP-integral at each observation-point results in a partition that is independent of the RP-integral at other points, and methods such as adaptive quadrature are often used to compute these partitions, as is the case in [7]. Once the partition is computed, integral estimate is calculated using Equation 5. However, in our proposed approach, a single unique partition per class that combines the partition of RP-integral at all observation points of that particular class is calculated using heuristics instead of using traditional adaptive quadrature methods on each point. The main motivations for calculating such unique partition for a group of points instead of individual observation-point is that it eliminates the need for adaptive quadrature or data-dependent control-flow on each integral evaluation, which, as illustrated in [7], [13], [14], is the main performance bottleneck for such adaptive computations on GPUs. The procedure RP-I NTEGRAL PARTITION in Algorithm 3 implements this heuristics approach, where for each class C 0 ∈ C, it generates a unique partition P [1..P.length] that denotes a RP-integral partition along the outer integration domain (r0 -domain). Ideally, P should be a combination of the partitions generated by RP-integral at all p ∈ C 0 . However, computing such partition per class instead of individual observation-point is computationally challenging due to the data-dependent, and irregular control-flow behavior of different RP-integrals. Moreover, it requires prior understanding of the integrand being integrated. As a result, we propose a heuristic to compute the partition for each class C 0 ∈ C, referred to as control-flow heuristic. The key observation behind control-flow heuristic is that while working on a set of grid points, we can use partial results of the same set of grid points at an earlier time step. More formally, Control-flow heuristic: Given a class of observation points C 0 ∈ C, where C 0 is one of the k-classes generated by RP-C LASSIFIER. Then, the unique partition required to evaluate the RP-integral at all p ∈ C 0 is approximated by combining the partition for RP-integral at the class center



and the partition for same set of grid points from earlier time step. In the heuristics, partition for class center is computed sequentially using traditional adaptive quadrature method, whereas the partition for each grid-point from previous time step is computed during the C OMPUTE P OTENTIAL procedure of that particular time step. We performed empirical analysis using sequential beam dynamics simulation for different input configurations to validate the above assumed heuristics, and all our experiments confirm the controlflow heuristics. Like locality heuristics, when RP-Integral computations at all observation points of a particular class are mapped to parallel CUDA threads with one-to-one correspondence, they exhibit uniform flow of computation. Such uniform control-flow will eliminate the branch divergence and load balancing complexities that are introduced when adaptive quadrature method is used, as is the case in [7]. Moreover, the uniform control-flow, combined with the inter-thread data locality from locality heuristics will further increase the memory performance when the threads accessing same cache line are grouped in a warp. Once the procedure RP-I NTEGRAL PARTITION at line-6 outputs the partition P [1..P.length] for a class C 0 ∈ C, then the RP-integral estimate for all observation points p ∈ C 0 is calculated as p.I =



P.length−1 X Z P [i+1] i=1



P [i]



dr0



Z



θmax (r 0 )



fp (r0 , θ0 , t0 )dθ0 (8)



θmin (r 0 )



where for all i, integral estimate along the subregion [P [i], P [i + 1]] is computed using Simpsons quadrature rule when the error estimate is less than τ ; otherwise, adaptive quadrature method is used to compute the integral. Ideally, for all p ∈ C 0 , all the subregions in Equation 8 should have error estimate less than τ , as defined by the control-flow heuristics. However, there may exist some observation-point p0 ∈ C 0 for which the error estimate along the subregion [P [j], P [j +1]] is larger than τ , for some j in range 0 < j < P.length (i.e. the heuristic fails for some subregion). We hypothesize that this particular scenario will seldom occur, and even if it should, the number of subregions that fail the heuristics will be insignificant. However, in order to maintain the correctness of the integral estimate, we use adaptive quadrature on these subregions. The procedure RP-I NTEGRAL Q UAD RULE at line-10 of the Algorithm 3 denotes the Simpsons quadrature rule computation for RP-integral at p along the subregion [a, b], and it outputs a pair I and ε which correspond to the integral and error estimate for that particular subregion. Lines 11-14 accumulates the integral estimate when error estimate for the subregion is less than τ and all other subregions are inserted into a list L (line-15) for later application using parallel adaptive quadrature method (line 20-24). The computation



Number of particles (N ) Grid Resolution (NX × NY ) Gflops/sec Effective Bandwidth (GB/sec) Experimental Arithmetic Intensity (Flops/DRAM byte-accessed) Warp Execution Efficiency Global Load Efficiency Global Load Transactions per Request L2-cache hit L1-cache hit Execution Time (sec.) Speedup (w.r.t Two-Phase-RP kernel)



N ON -C ACHING M ODE 100000 1000000 64 × 64 128 × 128 64 × 64 128 × 128 175 208 180 202 190 218 202 220 0.8 1.1 0.9 1.0 92% 250% 1.8 100% 3.1 6



96% 264% 1.8 100% 32.6 7



92% 257% 1.8 100% 2.1 5



96% 267% 1.8 100% 18.2 7



C ACHING M ODE 100000 1000000 64 × 64 128 × 128 64 × 64 128 × 128 401 440 402 434 398 446 404 445 2.0 2.2 2.0 2.2 92% 105% 1.8 100% 100% 1.3 14



96% 115% 1.8 100% 99% 15.2 16



92% 106% 1.8 100% 100% 1.0 14



96% 115% 1.8 100% 99% 9.0 16



Table II: Performance of Memory-Optimized-RP kernel on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.



between line 20-24 is identical to that of S ECOND P HASE procedure from [7]. A. GPU Implementation Initialization steps between lines 1-3 and the procedure RP-C LASSIFIER at line 4 are implemented sequentially on the CPU. In RP-C LASSIFIER, number of clusters for our implementation of k-means is chosen to be k = max(NX , NY ). Typically, k-means algorithm prefers cluster of approximately similar size, as it will always assigns a point to the nearest centroid. Even in beam dynamics simulation, the geometry of the spatial-grid due to the longitudinal beam bunch will almost always result in clusters of approximately equal size. Next, the procedure RPI NTEGRAL PARTITION is also implemented sequentially on the host and outside the for loop at line 5. Computation between lines 5-19 are implemented on GPU such that the RP-integral evaluation for each class C 0 ∈ C (i.e., each iteration of the for loop at line-5) is assigned to one or more thread-blocks, where multiple thread-blocks per class is used to control the Thread Level Parallelism (TLP). Assume for the sake of argument that each iteration of the for loop at line-5 is assigned to one thread-block. Then, within each thread-block, each iteration of the for loop at line 7 is mapped to one thread; in other words, computation for all observation-point p ∈ C 0 is mapped to parallel CUDA threads with one-to-one correspondence. Consequently, number of threads per thread-block is equal to the maximum of the all class size. TLP for the kernel implementing this memory optimized algorithm (referred to as Memory-Optimized-RP kernel) is governed by assigning multiple thread-blocks for each class computation at line-5. In other words, the loop iteration at line 8 is split between multiple thread-blocks, where the optimal value for the number of loop iterations per threadblock is estimated based on the algorithm’s performance on the target architecture. Empirical study suggests that



Memory-Optimized-RP kernel achieves maximum doubleprecision performance on K40 GPU when there are at-least 1000 blocks of thread. As a result, we choose a value such that the total number of thread-blocks is at-least 1000. Finally, the computations between line 20-24 is also implemented on GPU, where the list elements are mapped to parallel CUDA threads with one-to-one correspondence. Each parallel thread here implements the RPA DAPTIVE Q UADRATURE procedure in parallel and independent of the other threads. This implementation between line 20-24 is identical to that of S ECOND P HASE procedure from [7]. V. P ERFORMANCE /E XPERIMENTAL R ESULT Table II illustrates the double-precision floating-point performance of the Memory-Optimized-RP kernel evaluated on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU for different simulation configurations. Initial distribution for all the simulations are generated by Monte Carlo sampling of N particles with a total charge of beam bunch Q = 1nC, and the RP-Integral at all gridpoints are approximated to a error tolerance of τ = 10−6 . The performance metrics illustrated in the Table II are measured using NVIDIA profiler, and for each simulation, the metrics are reported for both Non-caching mode, and Caching mode. Furthermore, in Table II, the speedup of Memory-Optimized-RP kernel is compared against the TwoPhase-RP kernel implemented on Tesla K40. A. Analysis Using the Roofline Model Figure 3 shows the Roofline model for K40 GPU where the vertical green line indicates the experimental arithmetic intensity and the green X marks performance achieved for that particular mode of the Memory-Optimized-RP kernel. Whereas vertical red line indicates the experimental arithmetic intensity and the red X marks performance achieved for that particular mode of Two-Phase-RP kernel. It is clear
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Figure 3: Roofline model analysis for Memory-OptimizedRP kernel on NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU.



from Figure 3 that Memory-Optimized-RP kernel has sufficiently high arithmetic-intensity when compared to the TwoPhase-RP kernel. In particular, on average, the experimental arithmetic intensity in non-caching mode is 1.0 Flops/Byte, and the achieved performance is 200 Gflops/sec, which is approximately 4X more than Two-Phase-RP kernel. On the other hand, in caching mode, the experimental arithmetic intensity is 2.1 Flops/Byte, and the achieved performance is 425 Gflops/sec, which is 7X more than Two-Phase-RP kernel. Furthermore, the effective bandwidth for MemoryOptimized-RP kernel (see Table II) is greater than the experimental peak for K40 i.e. BWEffective > BWExperimental-Peak . The increase in effective bandwidth indicates that MemoryOptimized-RP kernel is effective in utilizing the caches to filter the number of accesses that go to memory, thereby increasing the arithmetic intensity. B. Control-flow divergence In GPUs, at any given time, all threads within a warp execute the same instruction in a lockstep. As a result, full warp efficiency is realized when all 32 threads of a warp agree on their execution path, where warp execution efficiency is the average percentage of active threads in each executed warp. In Memory-Optimized-RP kernel, warp execution efficiency is nearly 100%, which indicates that the kernel has fewer divergent branches and has near uniform control-flow. In other words, locality heuristics in the proposed algorithm is effective in reducing the control-flow irregularity among threads and minimizing their divergence, which, as illustrated in [15], [16], is one of the most important performance consideration in programming for CUDA-capable GPU architectures. C. Memory Performance The following key observations about MemoryOptimized-RP kernel’s memory performance are inferred



from Table II: 1) Global load efficiency for the Memory-Optimized-RP kernel, which is the ratio of number of bytes requested by the kernel to number of bytes transferred, is greater than 100. This indicates that, on average, the load requests of multiple threads in a warp are fetched from the same memory address. 2) Average number of global memory load transactions performed for each global memory load i.e. global load transactions per request value is much closer to the ideal value of 2.0 for transactions with 8-byte words. This shows that most of the memory requests from within a warp are coalesced, and the memory accesses are within at most two cache lines. 3) Global memory requests from Memory-Optimized-RP kernel almost always hits in L2-cache which is evident by near 100% L2-cache hit rate. This shows that the kernel fits entirely in L2-cache, and the behavior is identical to that of Two-Phase-RP kernel. Furthermore, unlike the Two-Phase-RP kernel, the L1-cache hit rate for Memory-Optimized-RP kernel is nearly 100%. Typically, increased cache hit from a kernel reduces the DRAM bandwidth which contributes to the increase in effective bandwidth of that particular kernel, as is the case for Memory-Optimized-RP kernel. 4) High cache hit rates at both L1- and L2-cache indicates elevated data-reuse and improved data locality. It is clear from the above observations that the performance of Memory-Optimized-RP kernel is substantially improved when compared to that of Two-Phase-RP kernel. In particular, the cache-aware algorithm is effective in improving data locality, maximizing data reuse, coalescing the memory accesses, and in increasing the effective bandwidth of the kernel. Additionally, effective utilization of the bandwidth at different levels of the memory hierarchy results in an increase in arithmetic intensity, which is shown in Figure 3. D. Speedup Depending on the grid size and number of particles, Memory-Optimized-RP kernel achieves a speedup gain of up to 7X more than the Two-Phase-RP kernel without memory caching (i.e. in non-caching mode). On the other hand, Memory-Optimized-RP kernel achieves a speedup gain of up to 16X more than the Two-Phase-RP kernel with memory caching (i.e. in caching mode). VI. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we presented a cache-aware algorithm and its GPU implementation for high-fidelity simulation of collective effects in electron beams. The proposed algorithm uses a locality heuristic and a control-flow heuristic to maximize data reuse and to balance the workload among threads during the collective effects computation phase of
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